Uncertainty bounding in PE identification
1. Analyse statistical properties of estimator through its pdf 2. Under (asymptotic) assumptions and no bias with an analytical expression for covariance matrix P 3. For a given single realization determine a set of for which, within a probability level of α%, holds that 4. This set is identical to the set of that forms an α% probability set of the pdf α probability region for However, the issue goes beyond the role of u, and also incorporates the role of y. 
Uncertainty bounding in ARX models

Corresponding uncertainty
Starting from:
It follows that (for finite N):
Only needs to be replaced by an estimated expression with Only problem: condition of independent and is not satisfied for ARX models However: this does not appear devastating in practice! Simulation example: • Leading to simpler and less approximative expressions, remarkably robust w.r.t. finite time properties
• Relation with (empirical) likelihood based uncertainty intervals
